
SIGN OF THE TIMES!  

PART 4 – THE MAIN EVENT 
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If you don’t trust in the Father, then indeed 
these are going to be scary times!!! 
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FIRST TIME IN 7000 YEARS – THESE PLANETS 

AND STARS LINE-UP  - 9/23/2017 
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Per the Enoch calendar for 2017: 
 

Shabbat is 9/23/2017 ---Trumpets is 9/24/2017 
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So there is no misunderstanding, we do 
not believe in the Rapture – and 

contrary to what “many” people are 
saying this particular event hasn’t 

happened with the line-up that you will 
see.  There will be people trying to 

debunk that there is any value in this 
line-up, however, we are only offering 

our observations. 
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September 23, 2017 
Jupiter 

Mercury 

Mars 

Venus 

Spica - Wheat 
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Revelation 12:1 
Then a remarkable, important 
and surprising sign and miracle 

came into view to be paid 
attention to and perceived in 

heaven: a woman adorned and 
clad with the sun and with the 
moon below her feet, and on 

her head a crown, a sign of 
distinction of twelve stars and 

planets. 
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Revelation 12:7 
 
And there was a set-apart battle, 
war in heaven; Michael and his 
messengers fought and battled  

against the dragon or the serpent, 
and the dragon or the serpent 

and his messengers battled and 
fought back. 
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Revelation 12:8 
 

And they were not capable or had power  enough to prevail, nor was a place 
found for them any longer in heaven. 
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The videos promoting this supposed sign claim 
that the constellation Leo has nine stars, so the 

addition of these three “wandering stars” brings 
the total number of stars in Leo, above the head of 
Virgo, to 12, with the 12 stars forming the crown of 

the woman in the sky, except that Leo has more 
than nine stars.   

Well, of course the Leo constellation has more 
than 9 stars, but it’s the stars that are used to 
form the constellation called Leo, as you can see 
using the Zodiac lines how the stars are 
connected to form it – and that’s 9 stars. 
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Here Leo is with the illustration along with the Zodiac 
lines connecting the 9 stars. (Yes, there are more 

stars in that illustration, but also note the 9 stars that 
are connected are the brighter stars!) 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AhkMP7a0vgE 

Using regular astronomy 
software you will not find 
these co-ordinates – but if 
you go to Google sky, you 
will.  This is an area that 
Google went out of their 

way to black out and hide. 
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Google’s black-out 
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Revelation 12:3 
 

Then another and different 
sign with a distinguishing 
mark appeared to see and 
recognize in heaven, and 

behold and see, an arrogant 
and fierce fiery red dragon or 
serpent, having seven heads 

and ten horns, and on his 
heads were seven royal 
headbands or crowns. 

Revelation 12:4 
 

And due to his 
circumstance his tail 
swept away dragging 

with force a third of the 
stars, supernatural 
beings from heaven 

casting and throwing 
them down to the 

earth.  Then the dragon 
or serpent stood before 

and in front of the 
woman who was about 
to bring forth and give 

birth, in order that 
whenever she brought 
forth and gave birth to 

her child he could 
devour and utterly 

destroy it. 
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These are the same images just different colors and resolutions – 
combination of stars. 
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Multiple planets being at Virgo’s head while Jupiter is in Virgo’s center and the moon is at 
Virgo’s feet is somewhat unusual.  But it is not that unusual.  The period of Jupiter’s orbit is 

a little less than twelve years, and therefore Jupiter will be in Virgo (with the sun there, 
too, and the moon at the feet) once every eleven or twelve years. 

http://www.vofoundation.org/blog/biblical-signs-sky-september-23-2017/ 
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So the sun in Virgo, the moon at Virgo’s “feet”, and Jupiter in the constellation 
are regular occurrences.  This leaves the planets at the “head” (the number 

depending on the number of stars granted to Leo) as the determining factor in 
making a “momentous” celestial arrangement.  Indeed, while various Internet 

sources speak of the specific celestial arrangement here as being “unique in 
human history” or “once in 7000 years”, in fact it is not unique to September 
23, 2017.  This basic arrangement happened before—in September 1827, in 

September 1483, in September 1293, and in September 1056.  

September 23, 2017 

This is from a scientist, who has 
NO idea about Yahuah, but as you 

will see, is also VERY wrong!!! 
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Jupiter 

Mercury 
Venus 

Marss 
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TRUMPETS 7/29/2017 24 



Jupiter 

Mercury 
Mars 

Venus 
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TRUMPETS IS ON 9/21 
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Jupiter 

Mars 
Venus 

Mercury 
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TRUMPETS IS ON 9/20 
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Jupiter 

Mars 

Mercury 

Venus 
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TRUMPETS IS ON 9/22 
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Let’s also NOT forget – that even though the scientist provided other 
years with the planet line-up – this is the ONLY time that Mercury, 

Mars and Venus along with the stars of Leo are ABOVE Virgo’s 
head..like the CROWN spoken of in Revelation!! 



This astronomer doesn’t find anything unusual with this event on 
9/23/2017 – as a matter of fact, he says that he found “what 
he thought” were the same line-up of astronomical objects in 
other years.  Well, looking carefully at those years, we think 

that he’s wrong.  However, the biggest factor is that NONE of 
the other years he came up with lines up like what is taking place 

in 2017. 

9/23/2017 – Shabat is on 9/23 – Trumpets begins on 9/24 – that 
in itself is NOT the same as any of the other years that he was 

talking about, as well as how the planets themselves lined up: 
 

JUPITER – MERCURY – MARS - VENUS 
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SEPTEMBER 6, 1483 – 
TRUMPETS IS ON 9/21 

 
JUPITER – MERCURY – MARS - 

VENUS 
 

SEPTEMBER 24, 1827 – 
TRUMPETS IS ON 9/23 

 
JUPITER – MERCURY – VENUS - 

MARS 
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SEPTEMBER 5, 1293 
TRUMPETS IS ON 9/20 

 
JUPITER – MARS – VENUS - 

MERCURY 

SEPTEMBER 14, 1056 
TRUMPETS IS ON 9/22 

 
JUPITER – MARS – MERCURY - 

VENUS 
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DAMASCUS 
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Daniel 12:10 
 
Many will be purified (yiqtol) chosen, tested and will 
be cleansed (yiqtol) made white and spotless and will 

be refined (yiqtol) made flawless, but the evil, 
transgressors and wicked will act wickedly, doing 

wrong and evil and having done this evil is liable for a 
just penalty and punishment being declared guilty 

and none of the wicked being guilty of evil will realize 
or have the skill to perceive or examine  and 

understand (yiqtol) with close attention, but those 
who have gained insight and wisdom through insight 
and paid close attention will  understand (yiqtol) as 

they have considered with full attention and 
discernment. 
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Jeremiah 33:3 
 
Invite and call to Me, then I will answer (yiqtol) 
declare and give evidence to you, and I will tell 

(yiqtol) and inform you great  and important 
things, even inaccessible, incomprehensible and 
unsearchable things that you have not known, 

understood or been aware of. 
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Jeremiah 49:23 
 

In regards to and towards 
Damascus: “Hamath and Arpad 
feel shame and are humiliated, 
for they  heard and understood 

bad and evil news and 
revelations; they melt and 

collapse.  There is concern and 
anxiety in the sea.  It is not able 

to keep quiet and be at rest. 
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Jeremiah 49:24 
 

Damascus has grown slack, limp and feeble in being able to respond to a 
situation.  She has prepared and turned away to flee and escape in panic and 

terror. Anxiety, distress, anguish and trouble has become strong and seized her, 
and anguish, pain and travails have grasped and hold fast to her, like a woman in 

labor. 
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Jeremiah 49:25 
 

How the city of praise, renown and adoration has now been abandoned, 
forsaken and deserted!  The city of my joy, gladness and delight. 
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Jeremiah 49:26 
 

Therefore her young men will fall and drop in her public square, and 
all the soldiers will perish, be silenced and laid to waste in that day,” 

declares Yahuah of hosts. 
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Jeremiah 49:27 
 

“And I will kindle and set ablaze fire at 
the wall of Damascus, and it will devour 

and consume the citadel fortresses of 
Ben-hadad.” 

Ben-Hadad I. Ben-Hadad I (Hebrew: בן הדדbn hdd; Aramaic: בר הדד,

br hdd) was the king of Aram Damascus between 885 BC and 865 BC. 
He was the son of Tabrimmon and grandson of Hezion and a 

contemporary of Kings Baasha and Ahab of the Kingdom of Israel 
(Samaria) and Asa of the Kingdom of Judah. 
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Isaiah 17:1-3 
 

An oracle, a prophetic utterance of Damascus:  “Look and behold!  
Damascus will and on account of its direction will be turned aside, rejected 

and cease being a city and will become a twisted heap of ruins, fallen 
buildings and rubble. The cities of Aroer will be abandoned and forsaken; 
they will be (yiqtol)  for the flocks, then they will be made to lie down and 

no one will be afraid, startled or frightened.  Then the fortified city will 
cease to exist and disappear from Ephraim (Syria rests on the border of 

Ephraim), and the kingdom and dominion from Damascus; and the 
remainder and remnant of Aram (Arameans- people that lived in areas 

around Damascus) will be (yiqtol) like the splendor, honor and esteem of 
the children of YAHsaral”, declares with prophetic authority Yahuah of 

hosts. 

Aroer (Moab) Aroer (Hebrew: ערוער,ֲערֵֹער )is 
a Biblical town on the north bank of the River 
Arnon to the east of the Dead Sea, in present-
day Jordan. The town was an ancient Moabite 

settlement 
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From Craig Wynn’s – Yada Yah, Last Days – Woe  Isaiah 17 – from his PDF 

“A prophetic pronouncement regarding (masa’) Damascus (Drameseq): 
behold (hineh), Damascus (Drameseq) is revolting and corrupt and will be 

removed from among inhabited cities. It is degenerate and unrestrained and 
shall be abolished (suwr min iyr). And (wa) she shall actually become (hayah) 

a twisted and tangled (ma’iy) heap of rubble (mapalah). (17:1) 
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Abandoned and forsaken, deserted and destroyed will be (‘azab) the 
inhabited regions and populated cities (‘iyr) of ‘Arow’er, speaking of the 
outcasts in Jordan and Lebanon (‘arow’er). For there will be (la hayah) 

roaming animals fighting in militant militias failing miserably (‘ader), but 
then (wa) there will be no one to terrorize (‘ayn charad). (17:2) 
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Then (wa) the fortified places and defensive structures (mibtsa’r) will 
cease to exist (shabath) on account of (min) the Northern Kingdom 

(‘Ephraym), along with (wa) the government (mamlakah) out of (min) 
Damascus (Drameseq), including (wa) the remnant (sa’ar) of Syria (‘Aram), 
for being similarly (ka) vehement and burdensome, fanatical and onerous, 

dimwitted and enraged (kabowd). 
 

The children (beny) of Yisra’el, those Individuals who Engage and 
Endure with Yah (Yisra’el), shall actually continue to exist (hayah), 
prophetically declares (na’um) Yahowah of vast array of spiritual 

messengers and envoys (shaba’). (17:3) 
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https://ingaza.wordpress.com/2017/04/
14/21-wire-in-syria-damascus-easter-

week-in-a-city-under-
fire/?blogsub=confirming#blog_subscrip

tion-3 

DAMASCUS – The first thing 
you notice while driving over 
Mount Lebanon is how close 
Beirut and Damascus are, and 
yet their respective situations 
could not be further apart.  

Beirut is approx. 100 
kilometers or 62.13 miles 

from Damascus 
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The city is on high alert after intense fighting broke out in the Damascus 
district of Jobar, and in Quaboun, and in the suburb of Ghouta. 
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Over the last five weeks, the west’s proxy column commonly known in US and 
UK media circles and by Senator John McCain, as “moderate rebels,” unleashed 

what American analyst Andrew Korybko cannily described last month as a 
Takfiri Tet Offensive. Not surprisingly, the Syrian government forces’ response to 

the Takfiri offensive in terrorist-occupied places like Jobar has been hard and 
swift. Syria’s is not like any other urban conflict. As in East Aleppo, terrorists in 
Jobar have been operating from a a series of underground tunnels and bunkers 

which have been dug and developed over the last five years. 
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The photo shows the aftermath of an Israeli missile strike on the Mezzeh airbase 
near Damascus 

The purpose of this terrorist surge was twofold: to derail international peace talks, 
and to further destabilize previously stable areas, like Damascus, but also to try 

and stretch the Syrian Army’s resources, in effect handicapping attempts to regain 
control of pivotal control lines like Deir ez Zor. Meanwhile, an increasingly motley 
international conclave continues to huddle around the ISIS stronghold of Raqqa in 

preparation for the big show. 
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In the same way that Israeli airstrikes in Syria have 
coincided with al Nusra and ISIS movements on the 

ground, the timing of this recent terrorist offensive in 
conjunction with US military operations should not be 

ignored either. 
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The fact remains that terrorist militants continue to 
benefit from the US-led Coalition and Israeli sorties, 

including after the recent US Tomahawk missile strike on 
Shayrat Air Base in Syria ordered by President Trump. 7/29/2017 53 



The US President claims the US was “taking out” Syria’s ‘chemical weapon 
facilities’ in response to the alleged chemical weapons incident in Khan 

Sheikhoun in Idlib province last week. In his infinite wisdom, what Trump really 
did was take out a Syrian air base which was responsible for roughly 75% of air 

sorties launched against ISIS. 

Like Obama before him, Trump’s claim that Washington’s illegal US operation in 
Syria is all about fighting ISIS – still rings as hollow as ever. 
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Simply put, what CNN and its mainstream cohorts have been doing on a daily basis 
since 2011 is projecting their own self-styled, fictional narratives, tailored for a virtual 
sixth grade reading level audience. To suggest that somehow the terrorist occupations 

of Damascus neighborhoods is an outgrowth of the Arab Spring should be treated 
as fake news on an epic scale. 
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http://www.thecommonsenseshow.com/2017/04/25/forget-korea-ww-iii-to-begin-in-syria/ 
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Russia is calling for a true and independent investigation into the chemical 
weapons attack in Syria. At the behest of the neocons, Trump jumped to an 

unqualified position and unilaterally attacked Syria. On the surface, who appears 
to be pursuing the reasonable course of action here? This lessens the possibility 
that international pressure can be brought on Russia to change course in Syria. 
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The Russians have also expressed a desire for a peaceful resolution to the 
multiple crises in places like Yemen and the Middle East. On the other hand, 
the American government wants to continue to pursue a reckless policy of 
endless wars of occupation and undeserved resource allocations which are 
then transferred into private party hands on Wall Street. If there is a better 

definition of US fascism, I have not seen it. 
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However, there is no question that the corrupt relationship between US foreign 
policy and Wall Street profits, have once again taken center stage in Syria and 

the Russians are taking full advantage while, at the same time, advancing their 
cause of militarizing Syria. Checkmate Russia! 7/29/2017 59 



It was announced on Monday that Turkey is sending F-35’s to Israel 
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This move places Syria and Iran under considerably more danger and this clearly marks 
an escalation in preparations being made for World War III in the Middle East. 
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Can there be any question that war in Syria is imminent? Could there be a more 
ominous post than the following one from the Jerusalem Post with regard to the 

arriving F-35’s? 

“Once the jets arrive in Israel, they will not leave except for combat missions.” 
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According to Reuters, President Trump and his officials will hold an 
extremely unusual and rare briefing on Wednesday, April 26, at the 

White House. The invited guests are all 100 Senators. The topic is the 
highly volatile situation involving North Korea.  
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http://www.dcclothesline.com/2017/07/28/north-korea-just-threatened-
the-us-with-nuclear-war/ 

With tensions rising and 
the North Korean regime 
unwilling to cease missile 

tests, the leader of the 
rogue nation is now 

officially threatening the 
United States with World 
War 3. (And they can now 
reach Chicago with their 

weapons.) 
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http://chicago.suntimes.com/news/north-korea-says-2nd-icbm-test-puts-
much-of-us-in-range/7/29/2017 

PYONGYANG, North Korea 
— North Korean leader Kim 
Jong Un said Saturday the 

second flight test of an 
intercontinental ballistic 
missile demonstrated his 
country can hit the U.S. 

mainland, hours after the 
launch left analysts 

concluding that a wide 
swath of the United States, 
including Los Angeles and 
Chicago, is now in range of 

North Korean weapons. 
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https://christiantruther.com/government/drills/gotham-shield-commences-what-
happens-now/ 

On April 26th, 2017 a terror drill will be conducted at the Capitol, the entire US 
Senate will be briefed by Donald Trump and his four top defense and military 

officials on the situation in North Korea at the White House. Also on Wednesday, 
the USS Carl Vinson is finally going to arrive off the coast of the Korean Peninsula. 
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An operational test 
launch of an Air Force 

Global Strike Command 
unarmed Minuteman III 
intercontinental ballistic 
missile is scheduled for 
Wednesday, April. 26, 
between 12:01 a.m. to 
6:01 a.m. from North 
Vandenberg Air Force 

Base. 
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Oddly enough several crises are apparently coming to a head all around the same 
time of the infamous drill. To name a couple, North Korea, a potential 
government shutdown, and the Syrian attack no one is talking about. 
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Here is the Gotham Shield update – when there is the 
opportunity to let everyone know what is going on – then certain 
things don’t happen so OPENLY – these snakes slither back into 
their holes, however they don’t give up – they just become more 

secretive…. 
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http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2017/04/operation-gotham-shield-update-
media-blackout-video-3505658.html 

A FEMA spokeswoman said that 
the EMT exercise is separate 
from the 4-day practice drill 

being run by federal agencies. 
No media access was permitted 

to observe this operation. 
Participating in the drill were 
the Department of Defense, 

Homeland Security’s Domestic 
Nuclear Detection Office, the 

Department of Energy, the 
Federal Radiological Monitoring 
and Assessment Centers and the 

FBI. 

Word of the drills spread 
online, initially causing some 

concern and confusion. 
Websites such as 

Superstation95.com and 
TheWatchtowers.org posted 
about it, although the latter 

site’s post has since gone dark. 
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Some participants in the exercise then subsequently removed their postings about 
the drill, such as the Health Care Association of New Jersey which explained on 

Facebook: 
“Yesterday, we posted information for our members regarding an emergency 
exercise. Unfortunately, since that time, individuals not associated with our 

membership or profession have posted comments that are inappropriate for this 
Facebook page and could have the ability to impact the success of this exercise. We 

have, therefore, taken down the information and will be deleting any further 
inappropriate comments.” 

 

“”I’ve become aware there has been some crazy stuff flying around,” Grembowiec 
said. 

He also said the exercise had little to do with other current events, such as North 
Korea’s rapidly developing nuclear program. 

“This has been in planning for quite a long time. This really has nothing to do with 
any current situation.” 
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Zechariah 9:13 
 

Truly I have bent, guided  and directed Judah as My bow, potency and power:  I 
have set, proclaimed and filled up Ephraim as an arrow.  I will awaken, rouse up 

and set in motion your sons, O Zion, before and against your sons, O Javan (son and 
grandson of Noah through Japheth, the whole of Greece).  I will wield you like the 

sword of a warrior. 
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Zechariah 9:14 
 

Indeed, Yahuah will appear, be seen over, near and among them, 
and His arrow will go forth, extend and produce like lightning and 
flashing; and my Almighty Yahuah will blow and sound the shofar, 
trumpet, then He shall travel , going out in the storm, tempest and 

gale winds of the south. 
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Zechariah 9:15 
 

Yahuah of hosts will defend, shield and protect them, and they 
will devour, destroy and ruin then subdue, overcome and conquer 

the slingstones (stone slightly smaller than a fist, hurled at an 
enemy as a weapon); they will drink, they will make noise, be loud 

and tumultuous like wine and drunkenness, and they will be full 
like a  sacrificial basin, bowl for drinking wine, like the corners of 

the altar. 
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Zechariah 9:16 
 

Then Yahuah their Eternal will rescue, save and 
deliver  them on that day, as the flock of His people; 
indeed as a marker of contrast the cornerstone of a 

diadem, a crown, glittering and assembling under His 
banner on His land. 
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WHAT’S GOING ON IN OUR SOLAR SYSTEM? 
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Will Asteroid 2012 TC4 Hit Earth in October 2017?  
 

http://www.astrowatch.net/2015/04/will-
asteroid-2012-tc4-hit-earth-in.html 
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On Oct. 12, 2017, the asteroid 2012 TC4 is slated to whizz by Earth dangerously close. 
The exact distance of its closest approach is uncertain, as well as its size. Based on 

observations in October 2012 when the space rock missed our planet, astronomers 
estimate that its size could vary from 12 to 40 meters. The meteor that exploded over 
the Russian city of Chelyabinsk in February 2013, injuring 1,500 people and damaging 

over 7,000 buildings, was about 20 meters wide. Thus, the impact of 2012 TC4 could be 
even more devastating. “It is something to keep an eye on,” Judit Györgyey-Ries, 

astronomer at the University of Texas’ McDonald Observatory, told astrowatch.net. “We 
could see an airburst maybe broken windows, depending on where it hits.” 7/29/2017 78 



The house-sized asteroid was 
discovered on Oct. 4, 2012 by the 

Pan-STARRS observatory in Hawaii. 
Week later, it gave Earth a close 

shave when it passed the planet at 
the distance of 0.247 LD (lunar 
distance), or 94,800 km (58,906 

mi). 2012 TC4 is an elongated and 
rapidly rotating object and has 

been known to make many close 
approaches to Earth in the past. 

Now, the scientists try to 
determine the exact path of 2017 

fly-by and the probability of a 
possible impact.  
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“There is one in a million 
chance that it could hit us,” 
Detlef Koschny, head of the 

Near-Earth Object (NEO) 
Segment in the Space 

Situational Awareness (SSA) 
programme office at ESA, 

told astrowatch.net. He also 
tried to estimate the exact 
size of the celestial body. 
“The size was estimated 

from the brightness, but we 
don't know the reflectivity. 

So it could be smaller or 
larger, assume from 10 m 

(32 ft) to 40 m (131 ft). A 40 
m iron object would go 

through the atmosphere and 
make a crater; a 10 m rocky 

object would be hardly 
noticed.” 
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Rev 8:10-11 Then the third messenger 
blew and sounded the shofar, and a 

remarkable and great star burning like a 
torch of lightning fell from the shamayim 
and died, and it collapsed, bringing death 
on a third of the rivers and on the springs 

of water. And the name of the celestial 
body, star was called and identified as 

Wormwood, an herb of the genus, 
Artemisia, and a third of the waters 

became and changed into wormwood 
having a harsh and unpleasant taste, and 

many people died from the waters 
because they were made bitter with 

resentment and in agony. 
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http://earthsky.org/space/chelyabinsk-
meteor-mystery-3-years-later 

The Chelyabinsk meteor exploded at a height of 12 miles (20 km) above Earth, 
releasing 500 kilotons of energy, approximately 30 times the yield of the nuclear 
bomb over Hiroshima. It caused a shock wave that broke windows in six Russian 
cities and caused some 1,500 people to seek treatment for injuries, mainly from 

flying glass. Later, about five tons of meteoritic material reached the ground, 
including a 1,400-pound (650-kg) meteorite that was recovered by divers from the 

bottom of Russia’s Lake Chebarkul.  
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These images and diverse scientific data compiled during the event have let 
scientists calculate the trajectory of meteoroid after it entered Earth’s 

atmosphere. 
And that information helps scientists calculate possible initial orbits for the 
19-meter-wide (about 20 yards wide) space rock around the sun, before it 

struck Earth’s atmosphere. 
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Where in space did the Chelyabinsk super bolide come from? Did it have a parent 
body, and was that body a known object in space?  

The answer is that we don’t yet know for certain, but scientists are still trying to 
figure it out. 
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http://strangesounds.org/2017/04/what-would-an-asteroid-impact-be-like-
deadliest-effects-asteroid-strike-1000-mph-winds-and-powerful-shock-waves.html 

The end of the world wouldn’t be pretty if a big asteroid slammed into the Earth. 
The deadliest effects would be ferocious winds of up to 1,000 mph and intense 

shock waves. 
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A new scientific study 
shows that if a big 

asteroid — like Asteroid 
2014 JO25  — slammed 
into the Earth, ferocious 

winds of up to 1,000 
mph and intense shock 

waves would kill the 
most people. 

This is the first study that 
looks at all seven impact 
effects — heat, pressure 

shock waves, flying debris, 
tsunamis, wind blasts, 

seismic shaking and 
cratering — generated by 
hazardous asteroids and 
estimates which are, in 

terms of human loss, the 
most severe. 
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The winds and the shock waves would be the worst. In fact, these two effects 
would account for more than 60% of lives lost. Shock waves from a spike in 

atmospheric pressure would rupture internal organs, while wind blasts would 
hurl human bodies and flatten forests. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_p
1BZYTK-rM 
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Strange things are happening in both outer and 
inner space. 

 
Scientists are discovering that the Solar System, 

the sun, and life itself are mutating in totally 
unprecedented ways. 

 
They are reporting changes that are being 

recorded in space that have never been seen 
before. 

 
Studies show that the Sun and the planets 
themselves are physically changing at an 
accelerated pace. Most notably, they are 

undergoing major changes in their 
atmospheres. 
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There’s a study by Dr. Mike Lockwood from Rutherford 
Appleton National Laboratories in the UK. 
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A reverse in the sun’s magnetic 
poles has opened the flood gates. 

 
The solar system is experiencing  

and overflow of star dust. 

The sun reverses its 
magnetic polarity 

every eleven years. 
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As the sun’s magnetic field grows, it attracts more dust.  
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Consequently, the amount of star dust in the solar system has 
increased three fold since 2003, which is heating up interstellar 

space. 

What is puzzling scientists is the amount of star dust that continues to flood 
the solar system even though the sun has calmed down. 
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Rev 16:8-9 And the fourth caused to flow and poured out his bowl on the sun, 
and it was allowed, permitted and granted to it to burn up people with hellfire. 
And people were burned up by the great scorching heat, and they blasphemed, 
profaned, slandered and spoke outrageously against the name of Yahuah who 

has the authority, jurisdiction, domain and influence over these plagues, 
distresses and misfortunes, and they did not repent or change their minds to 

give Him esteem, honor and reverence. 
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Around the moon, there is a 6,000 kilometer – deep layer of Natrium  that wasn’t there 
before.  (Natrium is an obsolete name for sodium) 
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This is from NASA’s MESSENGER (MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, 
GEochemistry, and Ranging) mission to Mercury that ran from 2004 to 

2015, when the craft was de-orbited into Mercury. It arrived at the 
planet in 2011 and had completed its primary objectives by 2012. 
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Venus was originally 
cooler than what it is 

now and it had a 
greater abundance of 
water several billion 
years ago. Also, most 
of its carbon dioxide 
was locked up in the 

rocks. Through a 
process called a 

runaway greenhouse, 
Venus heated up to its 
present blistering hot 
level. Because Venus 
was slightly closer to 

the Sun than the 
Earth, its water never 

liquified and remained 
in the atmosphere to 
start the greenhouse 

heating. 
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The “perfect circle” was 
spotted in official 

pictures taken by the 
rover. 
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Here, we've circled a spoon-shaped rock spotted 
by Curiosity on Aug. 30, 2015. 

NASA's Mars rover Curiosity has 
photographed a strange rock 
that, while it may look like a 

femur bone, is still just another 
rock on the Martian surface, 

despite some claims. 
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http://www.dailymail.co.uk/scienc
etech/article-4545204/Juno-probe-
captures-Jupiter-s-rings-inside.html 

This image shows Jupiter's 
south pole, as seen by NASA's 

Juno spacecraft from an 
altitude of 32,000 miles 

(52,000 kilometres). The oval 
features are cyclones, up to 
870 miles (1,400 kilometers) 
in diameter. Multiple images 

taken with the JunoCam 
instrument on three separate 

orbits were combined to 
show all areas in daylight, 

enhanced colour, and 
stereographic projection. 

A Nasa statement described the planet as 'a complex, 
gigantic, turbulent world' that is far different than 

scientists previously thought. 
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NASA's enhanced-color image of a mysterious dark spot on Jupiter shows a 
Jovian 'galaxy' of swirling storms in this image captured by NASA's Juno 
spacecraft on February 2, 2017, at 5:13 a.m. PDT (8:13 a.m. EDT), at an 
altitude of 9,000 miles (14,500 kilometers) above Jupiter's cloud tops. 

Turning counter-clockwise in the northern hemisphere just like on Earth, the 
cyclones are clearly clustered near the poles.  

The diameters of some of these cyclones stretch 870 miles (1,400 kilometres).  
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The complexity and richness of Jupiter's 'southern lights' are on display in this 
image of false-color maps from Nasa's Juno spacecraft 
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A cylindrical map of the infrared emission from Jupiter as detected by the 
Jovian Infrared Auroral Mapper (JIRAM), an instrument on the Juno spacecraft 
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A weird hexagon pattern on Saturn that’s as big as the earth has changed color – 
nobody knows why. 

Blue 

Yellow 
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http://strangesounds.org/2017/05/saturn-pictures-cassini-mystery.html 

Cassini beams back the closest EVER images of Saturn – And 
nobody knows what the are! 
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Cassini Saturn Arrival 
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The Big Empty: Cassini finds virtually no particles between Saturn and its rings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Read more at http://www.spaceflightinsider.com/missions/solar-system/cassini-
finds-virtually-no-particles-between-saturn-rings/#dkc9rqhhkuOUllvX.99 
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As Cassini is plunging into Saturn, the spacecraft has managed to send back 
to Earth unprecedented, stunning images from its descent down the 

mysterious gap located between Saturn and its magnificent rings. 
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Uranus: Big changes in brightness, increased global cloud 
activity. 
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Neptune:  40% increase in atmospheric brightness 
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August 25, 1989: Neptune 
is in view. It is the middle 

of the night and 
everything is happening 

fast at NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory in 

Pasadena, California. 
Voyager team members 

have had little or no sleep. 
Vice President Dan Quayle 
is on the scene and Chuck 

Berry, of "Johnny B. 
Goode" fame, is prepping 
for an outdoor party. This 

will be "the last picture 
show" of the grand tour of 
the solar system by NASA's 

Voyager mission. 
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Pluto: 300% increase in atmospheric pressure, even as Pluto recedes farther 
from the sun. 
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Even more paradoxical, 
Pluto’s atmosphere is 
becoming denser as it 
travels farther away 

from the sun. 

Due to this, 
scientists suspect 

Pluto is at the 
forefront of a high 
energy region of 

the galaxy that the 
solar system is 
beginning to 

reside in. 
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Earth’s axis has changed. 

A dramatic increase in earthquakes – erupting volcanoes  are happening more 
frequently. 
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https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/news.php?feature=6332 

Around the year 2000, 
Earth's spin axis took an 

abrupt turn toward the east 
and is now drifting almost 
twice as fast as before, at a 
rate of almost 7 inches (17 
centimeters) a year. "It's no 

longer moving toward 
Hudson Bay, but instead 
toward the British Isles," 
said Adhikari. "That's a 

massive swing." Adhikari 
and Ivins set out to explain 

this unexpected change. 

Scientists have suggested that 
the loss of mass from 

Greenland and Antarctica's 
rapidly melting ice sheet could 
be causing the eastward shift 

of the spin axis. The JPL 
scientists assessed this idea 
using observations from the 

NASA/German Aerospace 
Center Gravity Recovery and 
Climate Experiment (GRACE) 

satellites, which provide a 
monthly record of changes in 

mass around Earth. Those 
changes are largely caused by 
movements of water through 

everyday processes such as 
accumulating snowpack and 

groundwater depletion. 

Well, let’s blame this on geo-engineering!! 
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http://www.naturalnews.com/048906_Inuit_Elders_NASA_earth_axis.html 

(Natural News) The Inuit Tribe 
are indigenous people who live 

in the Canadian Arctic, 
Greenland, Siberia and Alaska. 
Their elders have written to the 
National Space and Aeronautics 

Administration (NASA) to tell 
them that the earth's axis has 

shifted. The elders do not 
believe that carbon emissions 
from humans are causing the 

current climate changes. 

My guess….CHEMTRAILS!!! 
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https://www.volcanodiscovery.co
m/erupting_volcanoes.html 

Volcanoes Today, 22 Jul 2017: Reventador volcano, 
Turrialba, Sinabung, Sabancaya 

Saturday Jul 22, 2017 10:00 AM |  
Sinabung (Sumatra, Indonesia): Volcanic Ash 

Advisory Center Darwin (VAAC) issued the following 
report: VONA REPORT OF VA ERUPTION TO FL110 

MOV ENE AT 22/0430Z. 
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http://strangesounds.org/2017/07/sinaung-
volcano-eruption-earthquake-video-

pictures.html 

Mt Sinabung erupted at 7.20 
a.m. local time, causing 386 

seconds of tectonic 
earthquakes in some nearby 

areas on July 20, 2017. 
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Turrialba (Costa Rica): Volcanic Ash Advisory Center Washington 

(VAAC) issued the following report: ONGOING ACT. 
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Reventador (Ecuador): Volcanic Ash Advisory Center 
Washington (VAAC) issued the following report: 

ONGOING VA EMS 
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Klyuchevskoy (Kamchatka-
Russia): (21 Jul) Volcanic Ash 
Advisory Center Tokyo (VAAC) 
issued the following report: 

POSS VA EMISSIONS 
CONTINUING OBS VA 

DTG:20/2320Z 
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Klyuchevskoy volcano (also 
spelled Kliuchevsky, 

Klyuchevskaya) is 
Kamchatka's highest and one 

of the world's most active 
volcanoes.  

Klyuchevskoy is located in a 
remote area of the 

Kamchatka peninsula. It has 
a large active crater with 
frequent strombolian and 
lava fountain eruptions. 
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It all started on July 17, 2017 as a M6.2 earthquake hit 183km ESE 
of Nikol’skoye, Russia at 11:05 am (UTC). This earthquake marked 

the beginning of an earthquake swarm comprising at least 15 
quakes between M4.4 and M7.7 in the region. 
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https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/us20009wwj#executive


Sabancaya (Peru) 7/21/2017: Volcanic Ash Advisory Center Buenos Aires (VAAC) 
issued the following report: INTERMITENT EMISSIONS 
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A strong and shallow earthquake hit near the coast of Arequipa, 
Peru at 02:05 UTC on July 18, 2017. The agency is reporting a 
depth of 44.1 km (27.4 miles). This quake occurred about 2 

hours after the major M7.7 earthquake near Kamchatka 
(Aleutian Trench). No tsunami warning. 
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Dukono (Halmahera - Indonesia): Volcanic Ash Advisory Center Darwin (VAAC) 
issued the following report: CONTINUOUS VA EMISSION TO FL060 EXT E LAST 

OBS 20/2200Z 
...21 Jul: 

Volcanic Ash Advisory Center Darwin (VAAC) issued the following report: 
CONTINUOUS VA EMISSION TO FL060 EXT E LAST OBS 21/0750Z 7/29/2017 139 



Fuego (Guatemala): (21 Jul) Volcanic Ash Advisory Center 
Washington (VAAC) issued the following report: EMS 

BEGINNING ARND 21/0115Z. 
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http://strangesounds.org/2017/07/katla-volcano-alert-level-has-been-
raised-to-yellow-iceland.html 
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Katla volcano alert level has been 
raised to Yellow on July 28, 2017. 

This after the strongest earthquake in 
years and a sulfur smell emanating 

from river coming out of the volcano 
were reported in the area. 
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Katla is located beneath the MÝRDALSJÖKULL GLACIER in Iceland. An eruption in 
Katla is believed to pose even greater dangers to aviation than the 2010 eruption in 

nearby Eyjafjallajökull glacier. 
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http://strangesounds.org/2017/08/loud-boom-
earthquake-maine-explosion.html 

A minor M2.2 
earthquake was felt 
like an explosion on 
August 24, 2017 in 
Casco Bay, Maine. 

 

The 2.2 magnitude earthquake was reported around 11 a.m. 
about a half-mile offshore from Cape Elizabeth. 

One resident reports the tremor didn’t feel very minor to him, 
feeling his entire house shaking and hearing a loud explosive 

noise. 
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http://strangesounds.org/2017/08/major-water-receding-again-
ocean-mysteriously-disappears-in-brazil-video.html 

Major water receding again: Ocean mysteriously disappears in Brazil and anomalous 
tides in Chile (video) 

By Strange Sounds-  Aug 25, 2017  
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Water is receding along the Atlantic coast, while Pacific waters are expanding and 
flooding parts of Chile. And this exact same phenomenon occurred two days ago 

AGAIN. 
 

Two weeks ago, the sea mysteriously receded in Uruguay and Brazil. At the same time, on 
the other side of the South American continent, huge waves were crashing on the beaches 

of northern Chile. 
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Now, a few days after the US solar eclipse, 
the Atlantic ocean is massively receding 

Again. And again, on the other side of the 
continent, Chile is waiting anomalous tides 
bringing huge waves and probably flooding 

along the coast. 
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This anomalous tidal ocean phenomenon is symmetric (receding in Atlantic 
vs expanding in Chile)… It is totally crazy as if the waters were trying to find 

an equilibrium… And nobody knows why. 
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http://strangesounds.org/2017/08/hundreds-of-dead-snow-geese-have-washed-
up-on-the-shores-near-cambridge-bay-nunavut-and-it-may-be-some-time-before-

officials-figure-out-what-caused-them.html 
8/25/2017 

A resident explained seeing 
over thousand dead geese for 

about 20 kilometers of 
shoreline… too many to even 

count. 
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Officials are aware of the situation and are following up on the incident 
and will consider next steps, without mentioning these next steps. 

An emeritus professor of wildlife biology and ornithologist at McGill University said 
it’s likely that the birds died of disease, some kind of avian disease…Avian cholera? 
The latest can wipe out hundreds of thousands to a million ducks and geese all in 

one fell swoop since it is pretty contagious. And what about these snow geese 
ingesting a toxic substance? 



In closing, this study is not 
meant to make anyone 

fearful – those of us that 
are Covenant Family 

Members who love Yahuah, 
trust Him above all else, 

we know that we are 
protected and we are 

AWARE!!! 
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Enoch 103:2-4 I have read the heavenly tablets, and have seen the set-apart 
books, and have found written in it and inscribed regarding them.  that all 

goodness and joy and honor are prepared for them, and written down for the 
spirits of those who have died in righteousness, and that much good shall be 
given to you in reward for your labors, and that your lot is abundant beyond 
the lot of the living.  And the spirits of you who have died in righteousness 

shall live and rejoice, and your spirits shall not perish, nor shall your 
memory from before the face of the Great One to all the generations of the 

world, therefore no longer fear the abuse. 
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Isaiah 41:4 
 
Who has accomplished, carried 

out and made ready and 
created, calling and announcing 

to the generations from the 
beginning? I, Yahuah, am the 

first, preceding all other things 
in time and space; and I, the 

only one coming after all others 
in time or space. 
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